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Canticles of the Moon 

Prayers to Cyclaria 

 

Cyclaria is the goddess of the moon, insanity, and revelations. She is commonly depicted as a silver 

crescent, a bloody madwoman in a broken straitjacket, and an ancient child. 

 

Her holy symbol is a silver and onyx disk, with various moon cycles depicted based on the chapter. Her 

favorite weapons are scythes and sickles. Military orders wear orange and black, investigative orders wear 

silver and black, and contemplative orders wear white, gray, and black. In formal situations, they wear 

either black tight-fitting clothes or armor under pale loose outer garments, or tight white under black outer 

garments. 

 

Cyclaria is pleased by madness striking down the untouchable, secrets being revealed, and progressive 

change. She is angered by abuse of the insane, ruthless secret-keeping, and ultra-conservatism. 

 
Prayers 

 

 Agitation. Rested. Speak to an individual or a group for at least 5 minutes. Those listening must test 

Commitment, difficulty of [your level x2, + your Commitment]. Those who fail are gripped with a 

passion to cause the change that you are talking about. Difficulty may be higher or lower based on the 

circumstances. 

 

 Combat Cycle. Arena. You are trained in circular spinning combat techniques. Spend 1 Awesome 

point to raise your armor class by your Daring rating for the rest of the round, or lower a target’s 

armor class for one attack from you. 

 

 Mind Tide. Rested. As a focus action, stare at a target. The spell is effective if you roll higher than 

the target on a Commitment test. That target’s mood will shift; if insane, the target becomes lucid or 

wild, your choice. If sane, the target can be driven to rage, or crippled by grief, or made giddy with 

delight.  

 

 Moonlight. Constant. At will, you can cause your arena to be lit as with moonlight. 

 

 Sense Hidden. Rested. As a focus action, achieve a trance-like state. For a minute per level, or until 

you move again, you gain +1 to your Awareness per level. You can sense lies (only rolling for skilled 

liars or cunning or magically hidden lies.) You can sense secret doors, read riddles and unknown 

script, and generally solve any secrets before your eyes. 


